Bristol Village Visitation Plan - Effective November 2021

- All visitors must report to the front desk BEFORE visitation begins to be screened for signs and symptoms of COVID-19 to include temperature check and health questionnaire. All visitors must sign in with name and phone number.

- Visitors must follow the updated mask policy below when on the Bristol Village campus:
  - **ALL Visitors** - We will continue to require that everyone wear masks and practice social distancing while visiting inside the building.
  - **Vaccinated** - While we still ask that you continue to practice social distancing while visiting outside, we will not require masks when both residents and visitors are vaccinated.
  - **Non-Vaccinated** - If you or the resident you are visiting are not vaccinated then both visitors and residents will be required to wear masks at all times while on the Bristol Village campus both inside and outside.

- Upon entry to the facility, hand sanitizer will be available for required use before visitation may occur. Hand sanitizer will also be available in all common area visitation spaces.

- We are encouraging outdoor visits whenever weather permits. When weather is not conducive to outdoor visits, we will be allowing visitation in the building, including resident common areas and resident rooms. Reservations are not required.

- Visitors are expected to go directly to the resident room or visitation area after checking in at the front desk and should limit their travel to other areas of the facility.

- Congregate Dining in our Dining Room and all Bristol Village Group Activities will remain limited to residents ONLY.

- Visitation involving residents either in isolation or with suspected or confirmed COVID-19, regardless of vaccination status, will be suspended.

- When there is a declared State or local public health emergency then the Personal Caregiving and Compassionate Caregiving Visitation Regulations will go into effect. The policy for those visitation regulations will be shared when applicable.

- **IMPORTANT:** Any visitors who fail to adhere to all required protocols will be prohibited from visiting.